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Coronary artery imaging with multi-slice helical computed tomography is a promising noninvasive imaging technique. 
The current major issues include the insufficient temporal resolution and large patient dose. We propose an image 
reconstruction method which provides a solution to both of the problems. The method uses an iterative approach 
repeating the following four steps until the difference between the two projection data sets falls below a certain criteria in 
step-4: 1) estimating or updating the cardiac motion vectors, 2) reconstructing the time-resolved 4D dynamic volume 
images using the motion vectors, 3) calculating the projection data from the current 4D images, 4) comparing them with 
the measured ones. In this study, we obtain the first estimate of the motion vector. We use the 4D NCAT phantom, a 
realistic computer model for the human anatomy and cardiac motions, to generate the dynamic fan-beam projection data 
sets as well to provide a known truth for the motion. Then, the halfscan reconstruction with the sliding time-window 
technique is used to generate cine images: f(t, r). Here, we use one heart beat for each position r so that the time 
information is retained. Next, the magnitude of the first derivative of f(t, r) with respect to time, i.e., |df/dt|, is calculated 
and summed over a region-of-interest (ROI), which is called the mean-absolute difference (MAD). The initial estimation 
of the vector field are obtained using MAD for each ROI. Results of the preliminary study are presented.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Coronary artery imaging with multi-slice helical computed tomography (CT) is a promising noninvasive imaging 
technique (1-4). In the early stages of the development of this technique the application of multi-slice CT to cardiac 
imaging was proposed by Taguchi and Anno (5), Ohnesorge, et al. (6), and others (7)-(8). The quality of the image has 
been improved with the increases in the gantry rotation speed, the number of detector rows, and the detector height (or z-
coverage) with the best z-resolution: they are currently 330-400 msec/rotation, 32-64 rows for 20-40 mm coverage with 
0.4-0.6 mm resolution, respectively (9-11). This provides a good temporal resolution (50-150 ms) and a good spatial 
resolution [~(0.5 mm)3] if the object stays still. The scan duration is as short as 5-10 seconds for the whole heart and the 
contrast resolution of a reconstructed image is sufficient to depict vulnerable soft plaques in the coronaries. 
The usefulness of CT imaging has been demonstrated by clinical studies, especially to rule out the coronary artery 
diseases and to eliminate unnecessary diagnostic catheter coronary angiography procedures. Raff et al. obtained 
excellent specificity, sensitivity, and positive and negative predictive values of 95%, 90%, 93%, and 93%, respectively, 
for the presence of significant stenosis on a per-patient basis (12). The results of studies have been improving as the 
performance of the scanners has gotten better. Other potential applications have been investigated which include calcium 
scoring and the evaluation of cardiac function, myocardial perfusion, infarcts, tumors, pericardial disease, post-surgical 
complications and congenital malformations (13, 14). Some applications use different criteria for patient selection and 
require heart rates higher than 90 or 100 beats-per-minute (bpm); thus, it is important to improve the temporal resolution.  
The current problems with cardiac CT images include the large radiation dose to the patient (13, 16-18), residual 
motion artifacts (1), region dependent optimal cardiac phase (which does not exist in many cases), “banding artifacts” 
observed in multiplanar reformatted (MPR) or three-dimensional (3D) images (1, 3, 19, 20), and blooming or shading 
artifacts near large calcium deposits. Among them, the first three are the biggest issues in the current and the future 
applications. In this study we propose an image reconstruction method which provides a solution to those problems. 
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The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the current cardiac CT imaging and discuss two most 
important problems, the patient radiation dose and the temporal resolution. In Sec. 3, we propose a new class of iterative, 
analytical cardiac reconstruction algorithm to solve the problem. We also outline the method to obtain the initial 
estimation of the motion vector field. Preliminary evaluation is presented in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 summarizes this paper.  
2. CARDIAC IMAGING 
2.1 Current strategy 
In most cases, a helical scan is employed with very slow helical pitches, typically 0.2-0.3 (/rev) while the electro-
cardiogram (ECG) signal is recorded in parallel. Usually, it takes 5-10 seconds to cover the entire heart. Then, a 
retrospectively ECG-gated cone-beam helical reconstruction is employed to obtain the volume-of-interest at the cardiac 
phase of interest. Let us review the current ECG-gated reconstruction algorithm in general. First, cardiac time windows 
are defined for all of the heart beats (cycles), centering the same phase of the ECG data. Then, helical projection data 
within the time windows are extracted and used in the image reconstruction.  
 
Figure 1. The strategy of the urrent cardiac x-ray CT 
There are some variations in methods proposed and implemented in medical x-ray CT scanners (5, 6, 8, 19, 21-24). For 
example, the number of heart beats that contributes to a voxel ranges from 1 to 4. However, all of the algorithms share a 
common drawback. They assume the heart does not move within the cardiac time window (50-200 ms), which is not true 
even though the cardiac phase of interest with slow heart motion (e.g., mid-diastolic phase or the end-systole) is carefully 
chosen. Or, in other words, the time window width has to be narrow enough so that the assumption is practically 
acceptable.  
The temporal resolution is primarily limited by the rotation time of the gantry. It is further improved by applying 
narrower time windows and more than one heart beat per voxel. However, applying narrower time windows forces us to 
throw away more off-phase data (outside of windows), which leads to more patient radiation dose.  
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2.2 Patient radiation dose  
The patient’s radiation dose ranges 10-15 mSv in the current cardiac CT examination. Among them, only about 20-30 % 
of the data are used to reconstruct one cardiac phase of interest. Therefore, the patient radiation dose for cardiac imaging 
is about 5 times as large as other applications. If we can enlarge the time window width by using the proposing method 
and increase the data usage ratio, we can reduce the image noise. Then, if the accuracy of the motion estimation is not 
significantly affected by the amount of image noise, we will be able to reduce the dose while maintaining the image 
noise at the same level.  
A prospective ECG-gated helical scan, which reduces the tube current for off-phase, has been introduced a while ago. It 
works fine with phantom studies; however, there seems to be practical and mental hurdles for implementing the scheme 
to the clinical routine. The reasons include that 1) the best cardiac phase has to be known before the scan; 2) the heart 
rate must be very stable; and 3) there are not many cases that satisfy the two conditions. So, it may not be fair to assume 












Figure 2. Parameters for the prospective ECG-gated tube current modulation. w refers to a ratio of in-
phase window to one heart cycle,  which has full-power exposure, h denotes the ratio of tube current 
reduced for the off-phase window, respectively. w’ refers to the expected enlarged time window by the 
proposed algorithm.  
We describe the tube current modulation using two parameters: w and h. w refers to the width of in-phase with full tube 
current while h is the reduced tube current for off-phase (Figure 2). w was fixed at 25% as the current standard. We used 
three h values for mA modulations: 100%, 50% and 20%. h = 100% means no mA modulation is employed; h = 50 % 
and 20% are a conservative and an aggressive modulation, respectively. The parameter w’ refers to the time window 
width enlarged by the proposed method. Here, we used w’ = 100% and 50% for the “ambitious” and “pessimistic” 
achievement level, respectively.  
The image noise can be described by the area of the cardiac time window, 1 w  and ( )1 'w h w w+ −  for the current and 
the proposed method, respectively. The expected noise level (in terms of the standard deviation) with the same radiation 
dose is shown from the second right column in Table I. The noise SD can be reduced to 50% of the current level (without 
modulation) if all of the data can be used for reconstruction. Even with the pessimistic achievement level, it can be 71% 
of the current level. They will be a drastic change of the image quality. The advantage is reduced if we combine it with 
the mA modulation; the noise still can be reduced to 63-89%, which will be also a significant achievement.  
Table I. Expected level of the image noise (standard deviation) and radiation dose while the 
other is fixed at the current level. Values are the percentage of the current level. w is fixed at 
25%.  
h: mA for off-phase w’: Time widow width Noise SD Dose 
100% (no modulation) 100% 50% 25% (3 mGy) 
100% (no modulation) 50% 71% 50% (6 mGy) 
50% 100% 63% 40% 
50% 50% 82% 67% 
20% 100% 76% 57% 
20% 50% 89% 80% 
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Estimation of the dose reduction is not straightforward because it seems reasonable to assume that the accuracy of the 
motion estimation is affected by the level of the noise in cine images. Acknowledging the non-linearity issue, let us go 
ahead and make estimation. The goal is to maintain the image noise, thus, to keep the area of the cardiac time window 
with the enlarged window width w’. Therefore, the required dose ratio can be calculated by ( )'w w h w w⎡ ⎤+ −⎣ ⎦ . Results 
are shown in the right-most column in Table I. The radiation dose could be as low as 25% of the current level (no tube 
current modulation). Note that, even though we reduce the radiation dose, this approach will not sacrifice either of the 
spatial resolution, image noise, or temporal resolution.  
2.3 Temporal resolution 
The spatial resolution of the reconstructed clinical images is an attribution of the “ideal spatial resolution” and the 
temporal resolution: It may be the result of a convolution of two profiles, where the ideal spatial resolution refers to the 
three-dimensional spatial resolution obtained when the object is still. Therefore, when the object moves as the case of 
cardiac imaging, a method with better temporal resolution frequently gives better image quality. Thus, improving the 
temporal resolution would improve the sharpness of the images of the heart.  
The heart keeps moving even in the most “quiet” phases (e.g., mid-diastole); thus, employing a reconstruction algorithm 
without motion compensation always results in blurred spatial resolutions due to the (motion induced) inconsistency 
even within the narrow time windows. Thus, we propose a new class of algorithm which estimates the motion vectors of 
the object and utilizes them in the deformation reconstruction technique. With the proposed method, the temporal 
resolution of the cardiac images is defined by the overall accuracy of the estimated motion vector field within the cardiac 
time window; it is not a function of the window width itself. Well, how far could the temporal resolution improve? Let 
us leave the answer to the future investigation.  
3. TIME RESOLVED 4D CARDIAC RECONSTRUCITON ALGORITHM 
3.1 General framework 
The proposed algorithm uses an iterative approach which repeats the following four steps until the difference between 
the two projection data sets falls below a certain criteria in step-4 (Figure 3): 1) estimating or updating the cardiac 
motion vectors, 2) reconstructing the time-resolved 4D dynamic volume images using the motion vectors, 3) calculating 
the projection data from the current 4D images, 4) comparing them with the measured projection data sets. The temporal 
resolution will be limited by the accuracy of the estimated motion vector fields within the time window.  
Cone-beam projections measured along a helical orbit are given by ( ) ( )( ), ,mg t f t s l dl∞−∞Θ = λ + Θ∫ , where f(t, r) is the 
dynamic object to reconstruct, Θ denote a unit vector directed from the x-ray focus  s(λ) where λ is a source-parameter 
which is related to time t.  
In the first step, the initial estimate of the motion vector v(0)(t, r) is obtained using the method describe later, and then, 
the previous estimate v(k–1)(t, r) is updated in the kth iteration in order to minimize the difference between the calculated 
and the measured projection data sets. This study focuses on the initial motion estimation.  
In the second step, the analytical reconstruction with the time dependent deformation technique (25-28) will be 
adapted to the ECG-gated cone-beam helical reconstruction algorithm (19) in order to incorporate the motion of the 
object. Using the measured projection data and the current estimate of the motion vector v(k)(t, r), we obtain the dynamic 
volume data, f(k)(t, r). The third step can be done numerically to obtain the time resolved cone-beam projection data, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), ,k kg t f t s l dl∞−∞Θ = λ + Θ∫ . In the fourth step, the obtained data are compared with the measured data, gm(t, Θ). Note 
that only a subset of g(k) has their counterparts since λ in gm is t-dependent. When the iteration converges, 
g(k)(t, Θ) ≈ gm(t, Θ), we obtain a good estimation of motion vectors to use out-of-phase data ( ),m t tg t ′≠′ Θ  to reconstruct the 
object at the phase-of-interest f(t, r). This allows us to enlarge the time windows for reducing the image noise (thus, 
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Figure 3. The proposed algorithm (general framework) 
3.2 Initial estimation of the motion vector field 
In this study, we obtain the initial estimate of the motion vector. Four-dimensional cine images f(0)(t, r) are 
reconstructed by sliding a time window along the time-axis (5) (Figure 4, left). We use Parker weight (29) for the time 
window function. Here, we use one heart beat for each position r so that the time information is retained (5). The motion 
vector field is estimated in the next step; there are two candidate approaches: A sequential method and the sandwich 
method. The sequential method use subsequent two cine frames sequentially. In contrast, the sandwich method uses two 
quiet phases, the end-systole and the mid-diastole, as two end-points to roughly estimate the motion vectors and 
gradually increase the accuracy of the estimation by using middle frames.  
In either method, we use the template matching technique with the mean-absolute difference (MAD) to obtain the 
motion vector field. CT images have a lot of landmarks that could help the estimation. We deal with two frames at a 
time. First, ROI’s (macro-blocks) are uniformly distributed (50 x 50) in the current frame. Next, in the reference frame, 
we limit the search area and move around the ROI within the area. The mean-absolute difference is calculated at each 
location. The least MAD value indicates the best match between two frames; that defines the motion vector of the ROI. 
We repeat the same process for all of the ROIs.  
MAD is the average magnitude of the first derivative (or gradient) defined by 
( ) ( )0 ,
S
df t r dt dr∫ , where S is the volume-
of-interest. The small region S is used for template matching (above) while S is the entire image for the sandwich 
approach (30) to obtain the global heart motion index, thus, to define two end-points for initial estimate of the motion 
vectors ( ) ( )0 ,v t r . 
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Figure 4. Initial motion estimation. First, cine images are reconstructed (left). Then, there are two 
approaches for the initial estimate of the motion vector field: sequential or sandwich approaches 
(right).  
4. EVALUATIONS  
We used the 4D Non-uniform rational B-spline based Cardiac-Torso (NCAT) phantom (31-33) version 2.0 to generate 
the dynamic fan-beam projection data sets as well as the known truth for the motion patterns. The heart rate was 60 bpm 
and the body size was “normal.” The middle of the heart, where the motion is quasi-two dimensional, was scanned by 
300 ms/rev for 10 rotations. The scanner was a single-slice fan-beam CT with a typical geometry of medical scanners 
rotating. No noise was added.  
Cine images with a 512 x 512 for 200 x 200 mm were reconstructed by Parker weight with a time increment of 20 ms 
over two heart beats. The method described above is applied to obtain the initial estimation of the motion vector field. 
Note that for this preliminary study, we assumed the motion was in two dimensions (x and y), or in other words, we are 
estimating the xy components of the motion vector.  
 
 
Figure 5. The mean-absolute difference (MAD) provides two quiet phases, end-
systole (ES) and mid-diastole (MD), which can be two end points of global motion 
vectors. 
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Figure 5 on the top are the time-volume curves of four chamber of the NCAT phantom calculated from the definitions. 
The curve of the left ventricle shows the end-systole and the mid-diastole at 45% and 81%, respectively. We calculated 
the derivative of the each curve and simply averaged them to obtain the yellow curve: The bottom graph is the MAD 
obtained from cine images. You can clearly see the similarity between two curves. There are fast motion phases at the 
beginning of the contraction (t ≈ 50 ms) and during expansion (t ≈ 650 ms) while two quiet points can be recognized 
exactly at the end-systole (t ≈ 450 ms) and near the mid-diastole (t ≈ 960 ms). The reason of the minor disagreement at 
the mid-diastole is still under investigation. Anyway, these results supported the idea of using MAD to find two quiet 
phases in general. 
Figure 6 shows the estimated motion vector field by the sandwich method using two frames at the end-systole and the 
mid-diastole. The motion of the myocardium or the heart wall were correct; the left anterior descending artery was 
tracked; and so as the left circumflex. The motion of the right coronary artery (RCA) (Figure 5, yellow boxes) from the 
mid-diastole to the end-systole (right) was also correctly estimated, however, from the systole to the diastole, the vectors 
were pointing to wrong directions. It happens when there is no constraint applied both in space and time. 
The sequential approach showed a similar tendency. The wall motion was accurately estimated while motion of the RCA 
was not accurate. It was because the motion artifact was too severe.  
This paper demonstrated the usefulness of the 4D NCAT phantom in the development of the dynamic volumetric 
imaging since we know the true shape of the object and its motion vector at every voxel and time point. The realistic 
shape and the contrast of the 4D NCAT phantom will allow us to evaluate the significance of the artifact, which was not 
feasible with other phantoms.  
5. SUMMARY  
We proposed a novel iterative dynamic reconstruction algorithm for coronary artery imaging with multi-slice helical 
computed tomography. The method estimates the motion vector fields and uses it during the dynamic reconstruction. The 
result of the pilot study for the first step was not perfect, but seemed to have good agreement with the truth. If the 
proposed method is completed, it will resolve most of the current issues in cardiac x-ray CT such as large patient 
radiation dose. It will also provide much sharper images and open the possibility for new applications. We will further 
develop the proposed algorithm.  
 
Figure 6. Estimated motion vector field from two frames (ES and MD). 
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